
Ajax Issue when you scroll to next set -of data
Posted by antojos - 2012/06/29 05:41
_____________________________________

Hi, I am using the arismart content to do a huge tasks of administration of a system that has huge set of data.  An
example is here http://woodpelletprice.com/products/pellets?state=MA this works fine and i must commend you for it.
However i have two issues. One is when you put an image sometimes this shows a rotating gif all until you scroll a bit.
This is no major problem to me since i have avoided images - is there a fix to this.

The main issue comes when using arismart content to administer some data. In the above link you will seee there is no
actions column, this is reserved for the admin. In the actions column i have added three extra buttons one to view more
details, and another one to delete the last being used to edit the data.

All this works fine, in the first page , i mean i can delete and anything else. The delete function sends an asynchronous
data to a php script that deletes data this is via ajax.  Problem comes when i try to search for anything or go to the next
set of data. The delete function files. 

This is happening two  sites the above and obstacleracing. Is it a Jquery conflict  or what is it. 

I can give you the admin pass to check so. Attached is an admin interface i use to manage users.

============================================================================

Re:Ajax Issue when you scroll to next set -of data
Posted by admin - 2012/06/29 06:17
_____________________________________

Hello,

Check your mail please.

Regards,
ARI Soft
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